
To all policy makers and anyone considering this bill, 

 

We are living in uncertain times.  The problem that teachers have been facing for the past several 

decades is decrease in respect and power by students and families towards teachers instead of looking 

inside of themselves and realizing what is going wrong at home and society as a whole. 

 

There never has been a teacher in the world that has created the problems that society is dealing with.  

Teachers get blamed on a regular basis for the problems of the world.  If you look at the countries with 

the highest educational scores like Asians countries for example, they put complete responsibility on the 

student.  Families do as well. 

This bill will take the tiny bit of accountability that students and family have left and completely throw it 

out the window.   

You may think this is giving parents rights, but we all know that the people who will mainly use this law 

to their advantage are the ones who are mentally unstable, entitled, and trouble makers.   

I can’t even believe I am taking time to write a letter on something has preposterous as this.   

If any part of this bill pass it will be the death of public education.  Teachers will leave in groves.  Not only 

will we loose all power, authority, and security but we will not have time to do what is asked.  Teachers 

who write syllables and lesson plans like what is proposed here are college professors that get paid six 

figures with 3 to 4 hours of planning everyday and sometimes even complete days off every week to 

write these syllables/lesson plans.   

Anyone who believes in this bill, I invite you to come take over my class for one week.  We can switch 

places I will do your job and you can do mine if you like.  By the end of the week, I will listen to your 

apology but will probably not accept it.   

 

Sincerely, 

 

Tye McNair 

ND teacher 


